
AP Art History Summer Assignment - ‘21

Instructor: Rebecca Bufis Email: rebecca.bufis@sbschools.org
Google Classroom code: tw4e3as

This assignment is designed to introduce students to Ap Art History, help them recognize the value of
studying art history, familiarize them with what we will be learning and the format we will use.

There are 250 pieces of artwork that we are required to study in order to prepare for the exam.
Because of the amount of content, a flipped classroom model is used.  Work will be assigned for
homework so that students are familiar with the pieces when we go over them in class together. This
is a lecture based class with discussions, essays, tests and activities.

When learning about a piece of work I will assign a “snapshot” for each piece.  Students will use this
format to fill in the information. Each snapshot includes a photo(s) of the piece and categorized areas
to areas to fill in (such as Identifiers, Form, Materials, Content, Context, Function, etc). Along with the
snapshot, videos and links will be assigned to watch or read and take notes in the snapshot.  Khan
Academy is used extensively.

I have chosen 10 pieces of art that I want you to be familiar with before the start of the school year,
one from each APAH content area. You will use the snapshot format to fill in the information.

All snapshots for the 10 pieces of art, additional information on the assignment and some reference
material will be uploaded to our Google Classroom by July 1st. I will better explain the snapshot
format in Google Classroom.

All work must be completed as your own original work, in your own words (no copy and pasting) in
the snapshots.  Work should be submitted to Google Classroom no later than 11:59pm on
September 8th. Students are expected to complete the assignment properly and in its entirety if they
wish to remain enrolled in the course.

Please don’t hesitate to email me or message me in Classroom with any questions.

RECOMMENDED SUPPLIES FOR CLASS THIS YEAR:

● 3 ring binder - 1.5” - 2” - This will be helpful if you choose to print-out any information that I
send you and to add to your notes/snapshots

● Loose-leaf paper for binder for notes
● Index cards for snapshots
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